SnapShot: Subcellular mRNA Localization
Mohammad Mofatteh and Simon L. Bullock Cell Biology Division, MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Francis Crick Avenue, Cambridge CB2 0QH, UK Subcellular mRNA localization has been observed in a wide variety of organisms and cell types (Buxbaum et al., 2015; Lecuyer et al., 2009) . Subsets of mRNA species containing "RNA localization signals" (or "zipcodes") are targeted to discrete locations in the cytoplasm by the action of cytoskeletal motors and other trans-acting factors. By dictating where specific proteins are synthesized, mRNA localization plays an important role in many processes that rely on compartmentalized cellular activities, including embryonic patterning, asymmetric cell-fate decisions, epithelial polarity, cell migration, and neuronal morphogenesis.
mRNA Localization Mechanisms
The cytoplasmic fate of an mRNA is often dependent on its nuclear history. Alternative splicing and alternative polyadenylation can regulate whether RNA localization signals are incorporated in a mature transcript in a specific cell type. The cytoplasmic sorting of an mRNA can also be controlled by its association with specific proteins in the nucleus. For example, oskar mRNA needs nuclear deposition of the exon junction complex in order to be targeted to the posterior pole of the Drosophila oocyte (Lehmann, 2016) .
Following export from the nucleus, cytoplasmic factors-including additional RNA-binding proteins, adaptors, and cytoskeletal motors-are recruited to localizing mRNAs. Movement of ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) through the cytoplasm can be achieved by different means depending on the cell type. Active transport of RNA-motor complexes along a polarized cytoskeleton is the best-understood mechanism for mRNA translocation. Subsequent enrichment of an mRNA species at a target site can be enhanced by anchorage factors, such as actin-associated proteins that act as tethers at cortical regions of the cell. The dynein-1 motor can also function as a local anchor for its mRNA cargos by remaining attached to the microtubule when it reaches its minus end (Delanoue and Davis, 2005; Soundararajan and Bullock, 2014) . Localized protection from ribonucleases offers another strategy to produce a highly polarized mRNA distribution. mRNAs can be targeted to many sites within cells, including specific organelles, through the concerted action of cytoskeletal motors, tethering factors, and regulators of RNA degradation.
In many cases, the mRNA is translocated in a translationally repressed state. Upon reaching the destination, translation of the mRNA can be triggered by either a pre-localized activator or in response to a spatially restricted external cue. Coupling translation of localized mRNAs to an external signal affords precise spatial and temporal regulation of protein function, such as in neuronal processes that dynamically change their morphology in response to electrical activity or neurotrophic factors. The phosphorylation of translational initiation factors and their regulators often plays a key role in cue-induced protein synthesis (Jung et al., 2014) .
mRNA Translocation Strategies
Interactions between motors and mRNAs are typically mediated by adaptor proteins. Well-characterized adaptors include She2p and She3p, which link the ASH1 RNA localization signal to the myosin motor Myo4p for vectorial transport in S. cerevisiae (Edelmann et al., 2017) . It is also possible for mRNAs to hitchhike on other types of cargos for molecular motors. In the plant-pathogenic fungus U. maydis, for example, mRNAs are distributed within hyphae by associating with endosomes that undergo bidirectional transport on a polarized microtubule cytoskeleton (Pohlmann et al., 2015) . Asymmetric mRNA distribution can also be achieved by local capture of RNPs that are transported on a non-polarized cytoskeleton, as is the case for the anterior RNA determinant bicoid in Drosophila oogenesis (Trovisco et al., 2016) . bicoid mRNA is mobilized in the cytoplasm by dynein-1-based transport toward the minus ends of randomly orientated microtubules followed by entrapment at the anterior cortex. Motors can also play an indirect role in mRNA trafficking by stimulating cytoplasmic flows that facilitate interactions of RNPs with localized anchors, as exemplified by the localization of the posterior RNA determinant nanos in late-stage Drosophila oocytes (Forrest and Gavis, 2003) .
